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the caveat




I’m not a historian, military or otherwise—I’m a political
scientist specializing in Middle East politics, who also has
some expertise in political military wargaming (which is
why I’m at Dstl this week).
I’ve also worked in government, both as a foreign policy
advisor and as a intelligence analyst.

the case




August 2012: Obama Administration warns that Syrian CW
use would cross a “red line”
2012-13: approximately a dozen possible cases of (limited,
localized) Syrian CW use
21 August 2013: substantial Syrian CW (sarin) attack in
Ghouta kills c300-1,500






US prepares possible military response
September 2013: After Russian mediation, Syria agrees to
OPCW-supervised destruction of Syrian CW stocks
June 2014: Syrian CW stockpiles said to be fully removed

June 2014-December 2016: c14 Syrian CW (chlorine)
attacks
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the case


January 2017-April 2017: another 9 or so CW (chlorine,
sarin) attacks





7 April 2017: US conducts missile attack against Shayrat air
force base
April 2017 - April 2018: Syria conducts at least four CW
(chlorine) attacks.




4 April 2017: Syria conducts CW (sarin) attack at Khan
Shaykhun, killing c58

7 April 2018: Syria conducts CW (chlorine and sarin) attack at
Douma, killing c48+

14 April 2018: US, France, UK conduct missile attack
against the Barzah research centre (Damascus), and two
sets of CW-related targets at Him Shanhar
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Source: Human Rights Watch, Syria: A Year On, Chemical
Weapons Attacks Persist (2018)

deterrence theory and strategic
communications




The literature on deterrence argues that for deterrence to
work, there needs to be a sufficient commitment,
credibility, and capability.
It follows, therefore, that deterrence may fail if:




capability (threatened punishment) is insufficient
commitment and credibility are doubtful
capability, credibility, and commitment are all present, but
these are misperceived due to:



psychological factors (limits of rationality)
other problems of communication(which rationality?)

Cuban digressions


The 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis is,
perhaps, the most studied example of
deterrence, crisis management, and
strategic communication of the postWWII era.






Allison: the importance of bureaucratic
politics and standard operating
procedures
Lebow and Stein: psychological factors

misperception and miscalculation on

27 October 1962
 Vasili Arkhipov and the B-59
 shooting down of Rudolf Anderson and
U2 56-6676

insights from wargaming


Thomas Schelling is best known for his work on game
theory and the strategy of conflict, which won him the
2005 Nobel Prize for economics. He was also a wargame
designer and analyst at RAND from the late 1950s.
“Everybody… was astonished at how poorly they had signaled to the adversary what they took
seriously, how badly each side had read the other’s behavior and interpreted how far they were
willing to go or what they took seriously, and how many things that were of no significance they
spent a lot of time analyzing…
…
[It] was just amazing during the postmortem how poorly each team recognized how it had
signaled its intentions. Things they had done that they thought were strikingly significant may
have passed almost unobserved on the other side, and things they had thought were strongly
threatening weren’t so recognized on the other side.
…
Usually the members of the team were of various motivations, ranging from very hawkish to
somewhat dovish, and each team’s decision had to be a compromise between those who
wanted to do very aggressive things and those who thought it was better to do comparatively
mild things in the hope that it wouldn’t escalate.”

two level games




Both deterrent posture and the strategic
communications associated with this are the product of
what Robert Putnam called “two level games,” in which
actors are simultaneously interacting with both an
external adversary and domestic constituencies and
rivals.
The logic of the domestic game (and certainly not the
interactions within it) may not be fully visible or
comprehensible to the adversary.

back to Syria


US/coalition threats and attacks against Syria over the
use of CW are thus the result of a complex admixture
shaped by—and measured against—a desired policy
outcome, risk tolerance, military (and inter-service)
preference and procedures, domestic politics, coalition
relationships.




The result might be genuinely believed to be resolute and
robust on the sender’s side, especially when underpinned by
the political and psychological achievement of having
(apparently) done something.

However, US threats and attacks are assessed by
Damascus against its own (primarily, second-level
game) imperative of regime survival.
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shaped by—and measured against—a desired policy
outcome, risk tolerance, military (and interservice)
preference and procedures, domestic politics, coalition
relationships.




The result might be genuinely understood resolute and
robust on the sender’s side, especially when underpinned
by the political and psychological achievement of having
(apparently) done something.

However, threats and attacks are assessed by
Damascus against its own (primarily, second-level
game) imperative of regime survival.
By launching 100
missiles, we have sent
a clear sign we will
NOT tolerate Syrian
CW use.

By NOT attacking
targets relevant to
my political survival,
this is a clear sign
that US resolve is
limited.

what was Syria signaling by CW use?




Many cases of Syrian CW use may not have been
intended as signalling at all, but rather were battlefield
decisions made by sector commanders.
Little evidence that use of CW was considered a major
strategic decision, or that use of CW was considered a
major violation of a norm.


Syrian war (and regime) often run in a remarkably
decentralized manner, more akin to an organized crime
family than a centralized, authoritarian state.

the challenge of assessing outcomes
threat

outcome

assessment

August 2012 “red
line” statement

Syria starts to employ CW
in 2013, culminating in
major use of sarin in
August 2013

failure

August 2013 threats

Syria surrenders most CW
for destruction, but retains
limited
stockpiles/capacity.
Frequent minor use of
chlorine through 2014-16.

failure

April 2017 strike

Syria restarts chlorine and
sarin CW use in 2018, in
support of Damascus
offensive.

failure

April 2018 use

No confirmed CW use

unknown
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April 2017 strike

Syria restarts chlorine and
sarin CW use in 2018, in
support of Damascus
Will we ever know,
offensive.

failure

April 2018 use

No
confirmed
military
need forCW use

unknown

given that the
CW use has
declined?

However, might
be classed as
effective
compellence,
since Syria did
surrender 90%+
of stocks

other observations on the Syrian case
(or: advice to future historical analysts)


Open source information has become extremely useful,
often rivalling the quality of information available on the
classified end.




Second order determinants may be poorly represented
in formal, archival documentation.




Also, a great deal of open source misinformation, although it
is often fairly easy to filter the good from the bad.

Spinning the historical record.

Accounts from the Cuban Missile Crisis proved to be
limited when documents and testimony from both sides
became available.


Importance of doing historical analysis, and not merely
relying on contemporaneous assessment (of the sort I just
did).

